Abnormal Regional Cerebral Blood Flow in Cognitively Normal Elderly Subjects With Hypertension
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Background and Purpose—The purpose of this study was to examine regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in normal cognitive-performing subjects with hypertension (HTN) using continuous arterial spin-labeled MRI. The most common explanation for the deleterious effect of blood pressure on cognition is that HTN increases the risk of cerebrovascular disease, and it may increase the risk for Alzheimer disease possibly through small vessel disease, ischemia, oxidative stress, and inflammation. However, few studies to date have examined the rCBF of cognitively normal subjects with HTN in population-based cohorts, and none have used continuous arterial spin-labeled MRI. This is a noninvasive technique that does not require either injections or ionizing radiation and can measure absolute rCBF rates over the entire brain.

Methods—rCBF was measured at 1.5 T using continuous arterial spin-labeled MRI in 41 cognitively normal subjects who were participating in the Cardiovascular Health Study Cognition Study. A deformable atrophy-corrected registration method was used to warp the rCBF maps to the standard colin27 brain space. Image and cluster-based statistical analyses were performed between subject groups.

Results—Cognitively normal subjects with HTN (n=19) had decreased rCBF in the putamen, globus pallidus, bilaterally, and in the left hippocampus compared with normotensives (n=22). In addition, decreased rCBF was observed in the right and left anterior cingulate gyrus with extension to the subcallosal region, left posterior cingulate gyrus and medial precuneus, left lateral inferior and superior frontal, and inferior parietal, left orbitofrontal, and left superior temporal cortices.

Conclusions—rCBF is affected in normal subjects with HTN, not only in the subcortical regions, but also in limbic and paralimbic structures. We hypothesize that the HTN creates a vulnerability state for the development of neurodegenerative disorders, especially Alzheimer disease. (Stroke. 2008;39:349-354.)
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Hypertension (HTN) is frequent in the elderly: 30% to 40% prevalence among individuals age 65 or greater.1 It has a significant impact on cardiovascular function and on cerebral structural integrity and associated cognitive deterioration.2–4 The most common explanation for the deleterious effect of HTN on cognition is that HTN increases the risk of cerebrovascular disease.5 Long-term HTN can cause vascular hypertrophy and microvascular remodeling by promoting arteriosclerosis in large vessels and lipohyalinosis in penetrating arterioles with subsequent regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) dysfunction.6 This can lead to lacunar infarcts and white matter disease7 and eventually to neuronal loss.

Cross-sectional studies have found both positive8 and negative9 correlations between HTN and cognitive impairment. However, longitudinal studies have shown a positive association between HTN and cognitive decline; that is, individuals with HTN were more likely to have cognitive impairment or lower mental status examination scores. These effects are independent of clinical strokes,2–4 and this association is stronger in individuals who do not use antihypertensive drug therapy.2

HTN is a risk factor for cognitive decline and for dementia, especially Alzheimer disease (AD),10–12 likely secondary to a vulnerability state caused by cerebrovascular disease. However, the factors that predispose individuals with HTN to developed AD are unknown. As a first step in understanding this process, it is crucial to study the consequences of HTN on brain structure and function in cognitively normal subjects.

Positron emission tomography studies conducted in middle-aged, cognitively normal subjects with HTN showed a pattern of reduced rCBF and compensation.13,14 Hypertensive individuals had less activation when engaged in memory tasks than normotensives in the middle posterior watershed area, parietal lobes, and thalamus. Hypertensive subjects with normal performance in memory tasks had increased rCBF in the amygdala/hippocampus area. Other positron emission
tomography scan studies showed decreased metabolism in the striatum and thalamus.\textsuperscript{15,16} A recent longitudinal study (7 years) conducted in 14 highly selected hypertensive (mean age, 60 years) and cognitively normal subjects using biannual \textsuperscript{15}O positron emission tomography scans showed decreasing rCBF over time in the middle and inferior prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, and occipital–temporal cortices.\textsuperscript{17} Functional MRI studies find a correlation between activation in the anterior cingulate gyrus, insula, thalamus, and periaqueductal gray matter and blood pressure when cognitively normal individuals with HTN performed the Stroop test.\textsuperscript{18}

Volumetric MRI studies showed that elevated systolic pressures in untreated hypertensive and cognitively normal individuals (mean age, 61.3 years) correlate with decreased gray matter volumes in superior frontal, anterior cingulate, and middle temporal gyri.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, the gray matter volume was associated with memory and executive function test performance, and untreated midlife HTN was associated with decreased hippocampal volume 30 years later.\textsuperscript{20} These studies suggest that HTN can alter brain structure and rCBF beyond the expected cerebral regions localized at the end of the tree of the perforant arteries. These limbic and paralimbic areas are critical for higher cognitive functions and are targeted by AD pathology.\textsuperscript{21}

The purpose of this study was to investigate rCBF in cognitively normal subjects, identified through a population-based study, using continuous arterial spin-labeled MRI (CASL-MRI). CASL-MRI is a noninvasive technique that does not require either injections or ionizing radiation and can measure absolute rCBF rates over the entire brain. CASL-MRI achieves sufficient perfusion signal-to-noise ratio and image resolution to be used in the identification and analysis of cerebrovascular and neurodegenerative diseases.\textsuperscript{22–25} The features and performance of CASL-MRI make it the preferred quantitative over alternative rCBF methods, including dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI, H\textsuperscript{15}O-positron emission tomography, single photon emission CT, and Xe.\textsuperscript{26,27} Based on the existing data, we hypothesize that the rCBF of hypertensive subjects will be altered in multiple brain regions, reflecting a vulnerability state caused by HTN.

Materials and Methods

Cardiovascular Health Study Cognition Study

The Pittsburgh Cardiovascular Health Study Cognition Study (CHS-CS) started in 1992 to 1994, and in 2002 to 2003 we began a longitudinal study to determine the incidence of dementia and mild cognitive impairment in a group of normal and mild cognitive impairment subjects identified in 1992 to 1999 in the CHS-CS in Pittsburgh.\textsuperscript{28} Of the 924 participants examined since 1992 to 1994, a total of 532 normal and mild cognitive impairment subjects were available for study. These subjects had annual cognitive tests from 1992 to 1999 normal and mild cognitive impairment subjects identified in 1992 to 1999. The characteristics of the total CHS cohort and the Pittsburgh CHS-CS have been described previously\textsuperscript{31} as well as the details concerning the longitudinal follow-up of the CHS participants.\textsuperscript{31}

Subjects

The CHS-CS acquires an MRI of the brain from all subjects who convert from normal to mild cognitive impairment, normal to dementia, or mild cognitive impairment to dementia. In addition, we acquire an MRI of the brain from 25 to 30 normal subjects every year. Of the 51 normal individuals who had an MRI of the brain in 2002 to 2003, we selected 41 (80%) for this study. These participants had no radiological evidence of structural central nervous system lesions (eg, central nervous system neoplasms, MRI-identified in-farcts, prior brain surgery) or a history of clinical strokes or head trauma encephalopathy. Additional exclusion criteria to maximize case reliability and validity were: consumption of caffeine within 8 hours before examination, inability to segment images using semi-automated tools, placement of the labeling plane was not orthogonal to both carotid arteries and/or the difference between left and right carotid arterial mean velocities exceeded 20% of the mean, excessive patient motion as evidenced in structural images, or excessive image artifact (eg, hair oil or dental implant).

Hypertension

HTN was considered as present when a participant had been told by their doctor that they had HTN and were placed on antihypertensive treatment. Individuals with systolic blood pressure >140 or diastolic >90 mm Hg in 2 separate measurements were also considered as having HTN. All subjects with HTN included in the study were taking antihypertensive medication. Sixteen (84%) participants had the diagnosis of HTN before 1992 to 1994 and 3 (16%) between 1995 to 1996 and 1998 to 1999.

Continuous Arterial Spin-Labeled MRI

All MRI data were acquired using a 1.5-T GE Signa system (LX version; Milwaukee, Wisc) after each subject provided informed consent either directly or by their caregiver and passed the Society of Magnetic Resonance Imaging standardized MRI screenings. Blood flow velocities, perfusion rates, and T1 relaxation times were measured in each subject using phase contrast cine, multislice CASL perfusion MRI, and saturation recovery MRI, respectively. CASL used alternating single and double adiabatic inversions (3.7-second pulse train at 92% duty cycle) and ramp-sampled echo planar imaging (EPI) to acquire 19 contiguous axial slices (64×64 matrix, 20-cm field of view, 5-mm slice thickness, 0 spacing, 21-ms echo time, 76-kHz effective receiver bandwidth, 1-second acquisition time, 700-ms transit delay, 90° flip angle). Images were acquired sequentially from superior to inferior brain to avoid radiofrequency perturbation of the endogenous tracer as it moved superiorly into the brain and to minimize intensity discontinuities associated with interleaved acquisitions. The adiabatic inversions pulse sequence was repeated 50 times for signal averaging of the pairs of label and control acquisitions. The inversion efficiencies in the internal carotid arteries were calculated for each subject based on B1 maps and phase contrast cine velocimetry at the label plane. Coronal T1-weighted spoiled gradient-recalled echo (SPGR) images (256×192 matrix, 124 coronal slices, 1.5-mm slice thickness, 0 spacing, 21-ms echo time, 25-ms repetition time, 40° flip angle) covering the whole brain were acquired for gray and white matter segmentations and for CASL image coregistration.

EPI images were constructed offline from the raw k-space data using a reconstruction program written in C. EPI and SPGR images were converted into the Analyze format for processing with Statistical Parametric Mapping (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience). EPI gray and white matter masks were created from segmentation of the SPGR images and coregistration of the SPGR and EPI images.

Statistical Parametric Mapping image realignment corrected physiological motion between CASL acquisitions. Nonoverlapping volumes that normally appear on the superior slice (first slice) or the inferior slice (the 19th slice) tended to be discarded in the realignment process. We usually discarded the superior slice due to the lack of gray matter content.
Absolute rCBF maps of gray matter were calculated using the tracer kinetic convolution model of CASL assuming: (1) the gray matter rCBF was a global constant for each subject (ie, in the absence of significant cerebrovascular disease), (2) the endogenous tracer arrival time occurs when the normalized CASL difference (control−label) signal reaches its maxima (excluding intraluminal signals), and (3) the tracer decays before exchanging with tissue water. Only gray matter perfusion was used for the CBF analysis because of the low perfusion signal-to-noise ratio and the long tracer arrival time of white matter. The image subtraction and normalization associated with CASL intrinsically corrects for changes associated with signal amplification and coil loading. In addition, we measure B1 for each subject and use B1 to correct for intersubject (and B1-dependent) differences in labeling efficiency, coil positioning, and residual magnetization transfer effects that may affect quantification.

Statistics
The mean EPI image for each subject was registered to the corresponding SPGR image using Statistical Parametric Mapping, and the results of the alignment were applied to all CASL images to align them to the anatomical image. The SPGR images were then aligned to the standard colin27 brain using a fully deformable registration method. The fully deformable registration method algorithm allows a higher degree of deformation, thus enabling more accurate regional alignment to the standard brain. This method was adopted to compensate for the region-related volumetric loss and the decreased perfusion due to the brain atrophy.

Having warped the SPGR images into colin27 space, the deformations were used to transform the CBF maps to same the standard space. For technical reasons, not every voxel in every CASL map contained valid data for every subject. Therefore, we restricted our analysis to those voxels that contained valid perfusion data in the majority of the subjects (ie, greater than 8 of the 19 in the hypertensive subjects and greater than 11 of the 22 normotensives). Using this information, we created a gray matter volume mask and this accounted for 88% of the total gray matter. The rCBF maps for each subject were smoothed using an isotropic 6-mm Gaussian filter after application of the brain mask.

We used a customized t test algorithm, written in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc), to evaluate group differences (HTN versus normotensives) on a voxel-by-voxel basis. A 2-tailed probability value of 0.01 was chosen for the voxel-level analysis to identify significant differences between groups. The t maps were further masked using the brain volume mask to avoid a smoothing artifact. Clusters of significant voxels were thresholded at a corrected cluster level of $P<0.01$. The cluster-level correction was performed to guard against false-positives from multiple comparisons and took into account the voxel-level height threshold and the size and shape of the cluster. The corrected cluster-level probability value (the probability that a cluster happened by chance) was obtained by calling the Statistical Parametric Mapping subroutine for each cluster. The significant clusters ($P<0.01$) were displayed on the colin27 brain.

A volume of interest-based CBF analysis was also performed to validate the voxel-level analysis. The candidate volumes of interest resulted from the statistically significant clusters (with the cluster-level threshold at $P<0.01$). The average rCBF for each volume of interest was calculated for each individual using those voxels with valid gray matter rCBF values. Individuals with fewer than 100 voxels in the volume of interest were excluded from further analyses. We compared the hypertensive and the normotensive group factors.
using the multivariate linear regression model controlling for age, gender, heart disease, antihypertensive drugs, and white matter lesions (as per CHS visual rating scale).

**Results**

There were no statistical differences between groups in terms of age, gender, education level, Modified Mini-Mental State Examination scores, heart disease, diabetes mellitus, and other medication intake (beta blockers, calcium channel blockers, other vasodilators) other than convertase II inhibitor and diuretic use (see Table 1). Similarly, no statistical differences were noted in terms of white matter grade (per CHS Visual Rating Scale), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol level, and plasma \(\text{A}+/\text{A}^-\) amyloid levels. The diastolic and systolic blood pressures were higher in subjects with HTN compared with normotensives.

**Continuous Arterial Spin-Labeled MRI**

Cluster-level statistics for all clusters and the Talairach coordinates are shown in Table 2. There were significant clusters of hypoperfusion in the hypertensive compared with normotensive subjects (see the Figure). These included the right and left anterior cingulate gyrus with extension to the subcallosal region, left posterior cingulate gyrus and medial precuneus, left lateral inferior and superior frontal, inferior parietal, left orbitofrontal, and left superior and middle temporal cortices, left hippocampus and bilateral putamen, and globus pallidus. There were no areas of hyperperfusion in the participants with HTN.

Multivariate linear regression analyses were used to test for group differences after controlling for the potential confounding factors (age, gender, heart disease, race, antihypertensive use, and white matter lesions). The regression analyses also tested for the all possible 2-way interactions between the risk factors; no significant interactions were found for any of the volumes of interest. Table 3 shows the mean perfusion values and 2-tailed probability values after adjusting for the factors that can alter rCBF in normotensive and hypertensive individuals. Heart disease was found to be associated with hypoperfusion in the right inferior frontal lobe \((P=0.02)\) and white matter lesions with the right anterior cingulate gyrus \((P=0.009)\).

**Table 2. Summary of Cluster-Level Statistics for Hypoperfusion Clusters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Cluster Size</th>
<th>Cluster P Value</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior frontal, left putamen, and globus pallidus</td>
<td>8123</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left anterior cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>3287</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lateral frontal</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right inferior frontal</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right putamen and globus pallidus</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right anterior cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>1252</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left posterior cingulate and medial precuneus</td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-47</td>
<td>-61</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left superior temporal</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-57</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left orbitofrontal</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle temporal</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-59</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle hippocampus</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

This is the first study using CASL-MRI in subjects with HTN; rCBF is reduced in normal elderly individuals with HTN, not only in the subcortical regions, but also in limbic and paralimbic...
structures, even when the subjects are receiving antihypertensive treatment. These data are consistent with previous observations of diminished rCBF in subcortical and cortical areas in subjects with HTN15–17 with the association between HTN and hippocampal and amygdala atrophy20,32 and with the data showing that HTN can affect cerebral structures that are targeted by AD pathology.13,14,17,18 possibly increasing the vulnerability of hypertensive subjects to develop AD.

Abnormal rCBF in the cingulate gyrus, hippocampus, orbitofrontal, parietal, temporal, and hippocampal areas observed in HTN individuals were previously described in middle-aged subjects with HTN. Volumetric MRI studies have shown the clinical symptoms of dementia with fewer AD lesions grade >3. HTN can contribute to cognitive deficits in the absence of radiological evidence of brain infarcts,2,31 and cerebrovascular disease can modulate AD clinical manifestation38 by expressing the clinical symptoms of dementia with fewer AD pathological changes.39 HTN plays a critical role in this process and our data suggest one mechanism that could account for these observations. However, our study is limited by the lack of information about the duration of antihypertensive medication, which could affect the risk of dementia and modify structural brain changes.

One dilemma in the assessment of the effects of HTN on rCBF is whether to include the actual systolic and diastolic values in the analysis (ie, to adjust for current blood pressure levels). All of these subjects were receiving antihypertensive medication, and their HTN was considered under control. No significant correlations were found between antihypertensive medication, which could affect the risk of dementia and modify structural brain changes. Nevertheless, had we included mean blood pressure as a continuous variable in the analysis, the associations would have remained unchanged for all regions, except for the left orbitofrontal cortex (P = 0.48), with attenuation in the left superior temporal cortex (P = 0.05), and hippocampus (P = 0.05). This is a cross-sectional study of the relationship between HTN and rCBF. We did not examine duration of treatment or duration of HTN in relation to changes in rCBF. Nevertheless, 84% of the hypertensive participants were diagnosed for more than 10 years, so we are likely detecting the long-term effect of HTN on the central nervous system. Furthermore, it is possible that the use of antihypertensives to treat other disease processes (eg, heart disease) in the normotensive participants masked the presence of mild HTN. These issues pose a limitation to our analysis, and additional longitudinal studies are necessary to examine the duration of treatment and HTN and its effects on rCBF.

### Table 3. Adjusted Mean rCBF in 10 Volumes of Interest in Normotensive and Hypertensive Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Hypertensive</th>
<th>Normotensive</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left anterior cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>25.5±8.6</td>
<td>52.4±13.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left superior frontal</td>
<td>25.3±5.6</td>
<td>42.6±10.4</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right inferior frontal</td>
<td>22.2±7.3</td>
<td>42.0±9.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right putamen and globus pallidus</td>
<td>23.1±7.3</td>
<td>42.6±12.6</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior frontal, putamen, and globus pallidus</td>
<td>25.0±7.0</td>
<td>44.0±9.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right anterior cingulate gyrus</td>
<td>21.0±5.6</td>
<td>42.9±11.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left posterior cingulate and medial precuneus</td>
<td>36.6±12.8</td>
<td>60.7±11.0</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left superior temporal</td>
<td>22.1±8.8</td>
<td>46.9±9.2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left orbitofrontal</td>
<td>27.5±10.1</td>
<td>39.9±10.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle temporal</td>
<td>21.0±9.0</td>
<td>45.3±13.2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left middle hippocampus</td>
<td>30.0±11.9</td>
<td>51.8±12.0</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adjusted for age, gender, race, heart disease, antihypertensive medication, and white matter lesions grade >3.

†rCBF levels are expressed in millimeters per 100 g per minute (mL/100 g/min).
The relationship between CASL-MRI in hypertensive patients and incident dementia needs to be examined to identify an rCBF pattern that may predict dementia in healthy individuals with HTN. Because there are no proven therapies to prevent dementia, prevention and better control of blood pressure could have a major effect not only on stroke risk and vascular dementia, but also on the development of AD.
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